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Resource capacities:

RCPSP is a class of problems where some , 
which require , must be scheduled. 

RCPSP-t is a subproblem of RCPSP, where the 
resources produced and taken vary over time. The 
goal is to  the time from start to end [1]. 

CPRU is a heuristic designed for RCPSP-t and uses 
the  and .
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We concluded there was no significant 

performance difference between the CPRU variations, including 
showing CPRU-a had little influence on variable choice. Finally, 
we concluded CPRU outperforms VSIDS for large instances. 

We evaluated 2 different variations of CPRU: CPRU without randomization and CPRU 
with the  updating as shown in the figure below (CPRU-a). We 
tested the variations and CPRU against VSIDS running them for . We also 
tested them running for a  within 9 hours.
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We used the testing set by Hartmann [1] and compared the 
result against the lower bound on each instance.





Test results:

RCPSP-t can be solved using constraint 
programming ( ). In CP, variables which may 
take a range of values and constraints which 
enforce relations are used. A solver assigns 
each variable a value such that the constraints 
hold.



CPRU calculates the  by finding the 
longest path between the task and the end on the 
precedence graph. The  is 
the amount of resource a task and its successors 
take, relative to the time they could be 
scheduled in. CPRU only looks at a  of the 
variables when selecting a variable.
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